


From our research Warmth and Cushioning 
are the key features that consumers are 
looking for when choosing a new pair of 
Bridgedale socks.

To help with the decision process our rating 
system is clearly seen on the front of the 
pack as a quick and easy reference for the 
consumer to self select the product required.

ACTIVITY

HOW TO CHOOSE

YARN
SOCK HEIGHT

WARMTH/CUSHIONING

WEIGHT/THICKNESS

FIT• Explorer

• Hike

• Trailsport

• Ski

• Everyday

• Liner

• Merino Performance

• Merino Comfort

• Merino Cool

• Coolmax® Performance

• Coolmax® Comfort

• Merino Storm

• Coolmax® Liner

• Thermal Liner

• Knee

• Boot/Crew

• 3/4 Crew

• Ankle

• Low

• No Show

• Heavyweight

• Midweight

• Lightweight

• Ultralight

• Baselayer

• Performance Fit

• Comfort Fit

LYCRA® SPORT socks branding is the 
accreditation given to sports socks with a 
premium level of elastification in the sock 

body. Bridgedale socks with LYCRA® SPORT 
sock branding, offer optimised performance 
for athletes who want the most from their 

technically advanced socks. The LYCRA® 
fibre also gives Bridgedale socks long lasting 

fit and comfort, keeping their shape wash 
after wash.
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Allows the transfer of moisture away from  
the surface of the skin to keep feet warm, 

dry and comfortable.

Every course has LYCRA® running through it 
giving a close supportive fit from foot to calf.

Close supportive fit on your foot with  
a looser comfort fit around your calf.  Allows sock 

cuff to be worn up or down.

Thermo setting every Bridgedale sock ensures a 
perfect fit. Wash after wash the sock returns to its 

designed size ensuring a perfect fit every time.

Bridgedale were the first to offer a true 
WOMENS FIT sock.  Women’s styles are 

slimmer fitting, have bespoke sizing, adapted 
toe box and heel cup areas.

An almost invisble toe seam closes the toe box 
creating a comfortable, flat seam that doesn’t 

create excess bulk or cause irritation.

Bridgedale’s open mesh structure  
reduces insulation and promotes easy moisture 

transportation.

Prevents the sock from ‘bunching’ under the 
shoe tongue which  helps to ensure comfort.

Advanced zonal padding system that provides 
extra support and comfort  to areas of the 

foot and leg.

Keeps the sock locked in position. During wear 
this reduces the possibility of bunching and 

rucking which could cause irritation or blisters.

Creates a 3D shaped heel cup that prevents 
excess bulk and slippage which helps to ensure 

comfort.

A loop within a loop that offers an additional 
level of impact protection resulting in all day  

long comfort.

Allows perspiration to pass to the outer layer of 
the sock while preventing outside water from 

getting inside. 15,000 MP / 10,000 WP.

A stretch PU membrane together with a matrix 
lamination process bonds three layers together 

ensuring they have excellent stretch.

An extremely durable and long lasting outer 
sock protects the Waterproof Membrane against 

abrasion from the boot.

Prevents wind chill, the lowering of body 
temperature due to the passing flow of cool air 
across the skin, exacerbated when skin is wet.
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SOCK TECHNOLOGIES CONTENTS

Bridgedale socks are guaranteed  
for their lifetime against faults  
in workmanship and materials.

(5 years in Germany)
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LYCRA® & COOLMAX® are trademarks of INVISTA

Fusion Technology is the unique blend  of yarn and knitting technology that sets 
Bridgedale apart from other sock brands. It is the combination of the highest quality 
natural yarns, wrapped with high performance microfibres knit and finished on the latest 
machinery to create socks that ensure all day comfort. These unique combinations place 
yarns where they are needed to ensure that whichever Bridgedale sock you choose, they 
will perform to the highest level.
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FusionTech Merino Performance brings together 
Merino Wool, know for its anti-bacterial 
properties, New Wool with its soft, resilient fibres 
and technical synthetic yarns in a knit to provide 
a close supportive fit with resilent padding, 
balanced insulation, moisture wicking and 
outstanding durability for all day comfort. Ideal 
for long distance walking and trekking.

MERINO PERFORMANCE

FusionTech Merino Cool keeps feet dry and 
comfortable when you are working at your 
hardest. Blending together Merino Wool, known 
for its softness, moisture management and 
anti-odour characteristics together with high 
performance synthetic fibre in socks with a close 
supportive fit, targeting T2 padding and maximum 
ventilation.

MERINO COOL

FusionTech Coolmax® Performance brings 
together Coolmax® known for its softness and 
moisture wicking properties with technical 
synthetic fibres in a knit to provide a thin, close 
supportive fit with targeted T2 padding, balanced 
insulation and outstanding durability. Ideal for 
walking and trekking in warmer climates in lighter 
footwear.

COOLMAX® PERFORMANCE

FusionTech Coolmax® Comfort maximises 
the natural benefits of cotton yarns with the 
wicking properties and softness of Coolmax® in 
a comfortable unrestrictive knit. The softness and 
superb wicking performance help keep feet dry 
and comfortable whilst walking and trekking in 
warmer climates. 

COOLMAX® COMFORT

FusionTech Storm Performance places Merino 
Wool, known for its anti bacterial and moisture 
management properties, next to the skin, 
laminated inside a soft flexible breathable 
HydroTech membrane to provide durable, 
waterproof and windproof comfort.

STORM PERFORMANCE

FusionTech Thermal Liners are primarily knit with 
EnduroFil™ our own formulation of polypropylene 
fibre, with the lowest thermal conductivity of any 
yarn making our thermal liners our warmest by 
weight of sock in our range.

THERMAL LINER

Coolmax® liners have a large contact area 
with the skin and utilise the moisture wicking 
properties of Coolmax® to move moisture swiftly 
out to the larger surface area of main sock where 
it can be evaporated quicker.

COOLMAX® LINER

FusionTech Merino Comfort intimately blends 
together Merino Wool with its unrivalled fineness 
and anti-bacterial properties with technical 
synthetic fibres in a knit that has a faster drying 
time and longer lasting durability than that of 
Merino Wool alone. The unrestrictive knit, softness 
and superb wicking performance help keep feet 
dry and comfortable where ever the adventure. 

MERINO COMFORT

LYCRA® is used in every sock in the Bridgedale 
range. It is an elastic fibre, which ensures 

Bridgedale socks, fit and stay fitted. LYCRA®  
helps Bridgedale socks keep their shape year  

after year. LYCRA® is also knit in specific zones  
in certain socks in the range to further improve  

fit and long term comfort. 

LYCRA® SPORT branding is the accreditation 
given to sports socks with a premium level of 

elastification in the sock body. Bridgedale socks 
with LYCRA® SPORT branding, offer optimised 
performance for athletes who want the most 

from their technically advanced socks. The 
LYCRA® fibre also gives Bridgedale socks long 

lasting fit and comfort, keeping their shape wash 
after wash.

COOLMAX® is an incredibly soft yarn with a 
4-channel construction that Bridgedale use to 

draw moisture away from the body to keep the 
wearer cool and dry on hot days, and trap air to 

help insulate on colder days.




















